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Audit Trails
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Mental Repositories
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The Project

Who? International development volunteers

What? Readjustment coming home

Cultural adaptation

Identities

Nationalism

Transnationalism

Cosmopolitanism
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Codebook refinement
Intercoder agreement

Memo his 
observations about 

specific interview content 
as he coded

The Process

Transcription
Codebook development

Memo her 
observations about 
participants at the end 
of each transcript
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She was rambly, hard to 
steer back on course. I was 
also tired, which didn't 
help. 

She’s been actively sought 
out by [org] to do 
presentations since coming 
home.
- Possible community of 
returned volunteers?

-Saying worked not lived-
interesting distinction
-Unrelated but using 
9/11 as time marker
-Transferring $ via phone 
just starting to become a 
thing here - could do that 
there years ago
-Tailoring conversations to 
fit what they thought 
people wanted to hear
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“I kind of forgot how small talk and 
friendliness people have, like at the 
grocery store. Or just someone 
saying, have a nice day, and they 
kind of seem like they mean it. And 
talking to salespeople on the phone 
and actually being able to 
understand them fully and 
communicate with them easily. So 
that’s been surprising. I just chat 
everyone up now [laughs]. 

So, I don’t know if I forgot about 
that, but it’s just sort of a 
comparative thing from India where 
there was such just a language 
barrier, but now it’s like wow, 
everyone’s really friendly.”

The informant seems 
like a creature of habit. 
She enjoys familiar 
things like small talk 
and always 
understanding people on 
the phone. 

Perhaps this mentality 
keeps her from being a 
global citizen.
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“The lack of different foods and 
stuff that I was used to forced me to 
sort of be creative. Like, if I really 
wanted mayonnaise, I would have 
to learn how to make mayonnaise 
[laughs], or figuring out how to use 
the local vegetables to make food 
more familiar to us. And learning 
how to cook Indian food was cool 
too, but you can’t really eat that 
two years in a row.”

Preparing American 
food was way for 
informant to connect 
back to home culture. 
Her statement that "you 
can't really eat Indian 
food two years in a row" 
implies that she might 
not have integrated well 
into the host culture.
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Mindy vs Stacey
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Types of 
Memos

Code

Document

In-document

Free
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Organizing 
and Using 
Memos

Sorting & 
strategic use

Titles

Icons
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